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Low-noise system design leads  
to high employee acceptance
Thanks to rolling rather than sliding, our 
systems run almost silently. Regardless of 
whether they work in shipping, commis-
sioning, processing returns or on the pro-
duction line, your employees will thank you 
for using low-noise rolling technology from 
Denipro.

Swiss precision ensures low-power 
operation
The more easily the pulleys bearing the con-
veyor belt rotate, the less drive power is re-
quired. Denipro uses custom-designed and 
patented roller elements that reduce fric-
tion by a factor of ten. The result: our con-
veyor technology needs far fewer drives. 
The technology we provide our customers 
with is not only extremely long-lasting and 
reliable, our systems are also very energy 

Simple principles prove the most reliable, 
which is why for years now, everything at 
Denipro has revolved around rolling con-
veyor technology. The conveying systems 
we design and build practically run them-
selves, rolling with minimal energy con-
sumption and almost no wear. Radial 
 forces and sliding friction don’t stand a 
chance against our technology. Our range 
of innovative conveyor systems – deniway, 
easychain, denimove and our latest  product 
denisort – can easily master even tight 
curves and complex layouts with gentle, 
careful handling and low-power operation.

efficient and require only the least mainte-
nance. These factors will certainly have a 
positive impact on running costs.

Fully modular design provides greater 
flexibility
Our engineering efforts have also paid off 
in other ways. The fully modular design of 
our systems means that practically any lay-
out is possible. Even in difficult buildings, 
multilevel layouts with steep slopes and 
many curves are not a problem. Layouts 
can be modified and extended later as re-
quired with minimal effort.

Double-sided discharging

Rolling rather than sliding

Careful handling of fragile goods

Gentle sliding

Rolling friction is inherently lower than sliding friction
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Gentle sliding: careful handling  
of items
Simply tilting the tray and letting the con-
tents fall uncontrolledly is a thing of the 
past. denisort uses gentle sliding instead. 
In addition, the new Denipro system offers 
the option of double-sided discharging. 
Depending on the customer’s require-
ments, the tray can be tilted to the right or 
left and then opened at the right location. 
The products then gently slide towards 
their destination. And, in combination with 
Denipro’s developed wobble band, even 
fragile and impact-sensitive goods are no 
problem. Glass bottles, perfume flacons 
and hi-fi devices can all be safely conveyed 
and sorted with denisort.

Conveying, commissioning and 
sorting – all with a single system
The new denisort system kills two birds 
with one stone. Denipro has taken proven 
technologies and developed them further, 
combining their advantages into a single 
system. The dual denisort technology 
 functions as a tilt tray sorter and a slide  
tray sorter at the same time. In this way, 
 Denipro can offer e-commerce and indus-
trial customers a unified system that pro-
vides a continuous flow of goods across 
multiple levels and processes. Conveying, 
commissioning and sorting – all in parallel 
and running perfectly on a single system.

Variety and flexibility
The new denisort system has such a vast 
range of applications that they almost 
reach to the stars. The three standard tray 
sizes Denipro offers: Cosmic, Orbit and 
Shuttle are partly responsible for this wide 
range of applications. No matter whether 
it is for – processing returns, commission-
ing, packaging or production logistics – 
with denisort you can launch your goods 
and workpieces into orbit quickly and 
 safely.

Technical details – tray sizes

Tray size Load capacity
(kg)

Dimensions
(mm)

Pitch
(m)

Max. speed
(m/s)

Throughput
(trays per hour)

Cosmic up to  1 150x250 0.2 1 18,000

Orbit up to 20 290x340 0.4 1.5 13,500

Shuttle up to 20 650x450 0.9 1.5  6,000

Continuous and transferless flow of goods across multiple levels

Suitable for many types of goods in mail-order and e-commerce

Tilting and sliding all in one
Ready for anything with the dual sorter
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denisort at a glance
Conveying, storage, retrieval, commissioning, processing returns, 
sorting – all with a single system

• Customizable, flexible layouts

• Scalable solutions with easy expansion options

• Proven, reliable, nearby maintenance-free technology

• Small number of efficient drives means high energy efficiency

• Intelligent control based on industry-standard hardware

• Ingenious dual-sided tilting mechanism

• Gentle and careful handling of goods thanks to dual sorting technology

• Also suitable for fragile goods

has been integrated into the sorting system 
in addition to the “classic” storage and 
commissioning processes. This means the 
daily schedule can be optimized for periods 
of peak activity and low activity.

Flexible process networking
Thanks to the modular design, individual 
functions can be linked together as re-
quired. The material flows continuously 
from one process stage to the next and the 
sorter can be loaded or unloaded multiple 
times during one circulation. This makes it 
possible to run different processes on a 
 single system. In the example shown 
above, the processing of returned goods 

Customizable tray sizes
Denipro will of course gladly provide cus-
tom tray sizes to fit our customers’ specific 
requirements. Last but not least: denisort 
users can even mix and match different 
tray sizes and use them in a single system. 
This means our customers can easily 
achieve maximum throughput and effi-
ciency, and can extend these benefits to 
their customers as well.

Three processes on a single system

Conveying in three dimensions

3 processes, 1 system and maximum flexibility
Conveying, commissioning and sorting

Conveying
Conveying

SortingSorting

CommissioningCommissioning


